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november election pome 

the inspiration of the voter and 

the clipboard 

once my doorbell rang 

startled me 

I rarely get trick or treaters either 

a brochure 

a candidate brochure 

are you registered to vote 

the air has cooled by november 

snow is expected 

and the primaries 

governing is a social consideration and to decide who governs is 

democratic 

x 

the importance of government 

were there a consideration of totalitarianism 

democracy’s cause and 

were there no participation 

I vote 

I do not canvass 

I am partial 

an elected governor should 

be a moral force in public and media 

represent signatorially what is represented in a campaign 

the responsibility of the citizen 

vote 

a decision not to vote is a decision in itself were a decision deliberate not 

to vote 

a vote is an x on paper given a choice of a location to ink an x 
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purgatory 

were ritual and unchangeable 

unchanging 

said conscience in 

observance 

nor threat 

just 

a perspective 

paradise 

and 

I 

wrote 

a 

poem 

and 

dante 

wrote 

six hundred years 

ago 

said 

whitman 
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given the open end 

the whole cheesecake 

plain 

next to chuck e cheese 

will fit upon 

my bicycle rack 

rain or 

shine 
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endowed 

courtship is preconception and 

were there time 

were there years 

naturally 

endowed 

birth 

breastfeeding 

care and 

school 

eventual 

were society’s impact upon the individual 

were the individual’s impact upon society 

parentalism 

paternalism 

patrilineal 

matrilineal 
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the cave past the campground 

the convenience store clerk 

past the campground 

the dirt road the oasis campground 

beyond the campground three miles dirt road uphill not switchbacks though winds 
about the mountainside 

the bushes on the right 

the cave past the campground 

behind the bushes pull aside the wirecut chainlink fence 

flashlight each 

mental note: take edible candles 

three hundred yards in the dark 

crawl on one’s belly through eighteen inches aneath rock above 

miles and miles 

mental note: take string 

and several openings look similar [pause] 

[pause] [for an hour] 

the familiarity of pitch blackedness 

the sound of pitch blackedness within a mountain and 

there were no drip 

[pause] long enough to panic and show no emotion to the person I had invited 

a decision was made and 

out of the cave 

in the afternoon light 

through the chainlink fence from behind the bush and 

silence back to camp 

downhill the dirt road 
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war away while I clean the dishes 

just a few 

I had captain crunch late last night 

the bowl left in the sink 

the instant coffee 

with the ring 

to say rather boring without war is to say 

I should vacuum the carpets as well 

I should 

go to a baseball game monday 
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I was never one for magic 

I should confess 

the balloon animals at the end of 

the webelos meeting 

what’s his name made the skyscraper disappear on national television and 

david blane held his breath for an hour on national television 

houdini removed his handcuffs and escaped a locked box from beneath a frozen 

river and was never found 

he was upside down by the way 

inverted and 

his body was never found 

are clowns magic 

to fit twenty on one motorcycle I would say is a matter of definition as is to 

fit eight people inside of a volkswagen superbeetle 

and superstition is 

different from the supernatural 

the knowledge of an earthquake at a park picnic before the earthquake strikes 

were pre something and that the earthquake were inevitable is a recognition of 

natural force whether man were barometer of natural force or not 

and stiff knees before a rain 

were magic a powerful word atween two individuals [then] 

I do not know magic and 

if I knew magic I would not tell anyone and 

make a living as magician living out of sleazy hotel rooms 
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writing and reading 

on concepts 

were dick and jane to have gone to the park 

the drama 

the story 

what becomes of lost spot 

and a dictionary is no narrative said reference and 

the spelled 

onomotopaiea 

were agreed at the national spelling bee 

bywhich the official dictionary were established afore the bee 

a matter of ink on paper were papyrus in alexandria 

thousands of years ago flammable 

kept on scrolls like maps 

the documentation of academic importance 

respectable journalism foundations proves the next journal 

nor history to say 

the fireplace and don quixote with a quietude and 

a context of four hundred years past for the first modern novel 

complete and 

a poem of milosz nor simple and only one page in length 

I will write a poem called ‘novel’ and mention 

a novel afore I die 
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how to write a novel afore writing a novel 

to begin with a title or to begin writing inductively 

I begin with a title 

_the novel_ 

the objective of a writing plan beginning with a title 

context: a medium sized city with near agrarian communities and that which 

affects one individual within the medium sized city 

planned four hundred pages approximate ten to twenty page chapters 

as upon my writing desk a framed note of thought 

thinking is not writing 

the course of writing a novel upon having established a novel outline of plot 

is 

two years planned 

and written for my own interests and written for an audience 

to say that which is noteworthy as literature is not necessarily well received 

at the bookstore in the form of us currency 

and to be satisfied upon a novel’s completion were there publishing interest ot 

not 

what is within a writer’s control 

ink on paper 

an audience is earned 

_the novel_ begins 

the manual typewriter a nineteen fifty five olympia typewriter the middle of a 

table large enough for notes and typing paper and a typed page to be turned 

over 
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first blood 

were not the enemy 

and authority 

a question of nature 

were no question of authority though 

nature 

the primacy of oneself is known to oneself 

and there were no severance to 

nature 

and require no manifest 

to eat 

to stay warm 

to desire 

to act 

and pushed to question philosophy is a question of origins of questions and 

entitlement to say 

that which is entitled requires no entitlement 

for nature’s cause is obvious 

I too am nature 

and that which moves too will be moved for its own exposure 

calling itself a sign 

otherwise anonymous 
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the three dimensional podium 

is no television lecture from a camera perspective 

empty classroom and a lights turned off afternoon 

the three dimensional podium 

quiet as the desks nearby to be filled with students 

chalkboard behind 

_ 

a place atop the angled podium 

papers 

a projected voice 

_ 

the professor chose to leave the lights off 

the third student to enter turned the lights on 

the seventh student to enter turned the lights off 

afternoon 

old sash windows facing west 

_ 

ambient 

a projected voice 

lecture 

_ 

again on tuesday 
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on the dissolubility of solutions having solluted 

so the sollution 

the distilled solution were 

hereby 

foundations 

thereupon 

a new address of the soluble excludes the newly solluted and 

a standards of ascription of dissoluble foundations are 

no constant for to say 

question 
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the secret detonator in the apple left in the birdfeeder spike for the squirrel 

that watches me 

I enjoy additive free tobacco 

alit 

and watching the birdfeeders attached to the nearby walnut tree 

the squirrel comes and goes 

nibble after nibble 

a local apple 

in the core with the seeds 

the secret detonator 

will cause 

the earth to end and 

I will have been 

not responsible 
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poets theatre 

the half moon 

tiers 

one cement after another cement 

ten tiers 

microphone stand 

and no one 

the silence of an empty theatre and 

stagelight 
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the slogan 

the social prescription 

that art require a center 
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there were nothing that were defunct 

the defunct rock 

the defunct friendship 

the defunct car 

the defunct air 

the defunct junque 

the defunct want 

the defunct courage 

the defunct cinema 

the defunct err 

the defunct belief 

the defunct jar the defunct bell jar 

the defunct bicycle 

the defunct view 

the defunct astronomy 

the defunct physiognomy 

the defunct paleoontologics of hegemonic realism oft misquoted as expression-

ism of misquoted as existential-ism 

the defunct 

the defunct brazen 

the defunct courage 

the defunct monotone 

the defunct nostalgics 

the defunct frisbee 

the defunct five and dime 

the defunct radio the defunct weather 

the defunct satellite with nothing to say 

there are better wars 

the defunct privacy of privation 

the defunct corporate logo 

for the dictionary 

the defunct 

there were a single headstone there were people of all ages buried 

a name is simple 

the defunct simple 

the defunct electricity 

the defunct manifest 

is this all that school is for were reading writing arithmetic 

the defunct coin 

the defunct gumball machine until capitalism is a coin 

the defunct lightning 

the defunct poet 
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the love song of finder young 

begins 

the sound of quiet attention 

were a sound at all 

notice and 

kept 
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after death 

nor life 

after death 

posthumous 

the material of being 

the soul 

I cannot say 

and the soul is not memory 

the soul 

I cannot say 

and 

faith 
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norwegian goat cheese said the sign 

try some and 

toothpick 

goat milk bovine milk 

in switzerland under the chair lift 

there were cows 

furry cows 

summertime 

dairy cow bovine cowbell one for each 

cheese 

said the sign 

luzern 

toothpick 

and fudge hot fudge 

stirred atop the marble counter 

for sale 

not for trying and 

twenty dollars pound with and 

without walnuts 

like christmas 
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curious house 

could be an hippie home 

were it in the woods 

two story 

wood paneled on the top floor outside 

large windows top floor 

above a pre existing log cabin 

overgrown yard and tall willows 

on a busy street 

in the city 

curious house 

to drive by 

nor widow’s walk like 

the house one mile away differently curious 

curious house 

the library near and 

the catholic grade school where I went to a funeral once 

curious house 

and a dare 

to trick or treat at 

this year I will be a plague doctor once again at 

downtown uptown depends on who I am speaking with nor 
in the neighborhood and 

too old to trick or treat anyway 

just chocolate milk chocolate 

governor doyle 

nothing healthy 
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a forgetful teacher, -now is your chance 

get away with 

murder 

and misinformation 

[they] 

do not know 

[have they memory] 

I dare you 

I have taken dares 

I dare you 

anyway tomorrow 

chapter six 
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the painter potting 

like other silence 

the sound of the wheel 

were 

rounding clay 

sound 

forgotten 

to make and 

the frame of clay 

the frame of material 

the frame of paint and were 

meditation 

teleology 

the study of ends is 

what is imagined 

a bowl 

a shape 

a kiln for 

tubes of paint or 

breakfast fruit 

a studio open doors it is 

springtime 
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all of the buildings are empty 

some are boarded 

sunrise 

and the sidewalks as I would expect 

empty 

for sunrise 

a piece of paper in the street nor cars parallel parked and 

no convenience store for 

coffee 

traveling through a city by vehicle takes twenty minutes municipal roads 

downtown 

used to be a county road 

assumed by an highway about the outskirts 

the old part of town 

with streetlights making sounds were I on foot 

brick and 

empty 

I played no music 

while 

and I had not considered ralph waldo emerson at the time 

civilizations 

circles 

nor ralph waldo emerson considering gentrification 
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there were no overpopulation of squirrels after all 

and the chipmunks some say 

ground squirrels 

I am no metaphorist though 

squirrels live in trees 

there were plenty 

plenty 

of walnuts they 

fell 

all 

night and 

continue falling 

the population density of squirrels per standard acred lawn is exactly seven 
not counting babies and 

they 

prance 

with found crackers in their mouth 

stop altogether 

gather a walnut and 

sleep at night 

turnally 

the chipmunks 

turnal 

as well 

are no overpopulation at seven per yard not counting babies 

were the mortgaged property owner with a bb gun not annoyed at 

the holes in the grassed lawn resembling a prairie dog colony 

10/9 
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if you are old you may die shortly 

social security says sixty five is the start of golden years 

okay 

I am going to go grocery shopping presently 

I will see you next week 
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the golden rule 

were do unto others and 

having done unto others 

what can one expect 

and were there an expectation how come 

and a thought of that which one would have done unto themselves as 

reason for 

doing 

and a question of 

doing anything 

proactive 

I volunteer at a library 

recommend a book 

h g lovecraft I have not read 

recommend another 

w s merwin 

I liked and am rather proud to have read _bearing the cross: mlk jr and the 

sclc_ 

recommend a word 

what is ur 

how about monologia 

are we outdone yet 

ron 
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planet news 

corn is brown in the fields 

the planet is twenty five thousand miles circumference at the equator 

corporate computer software called wiscworld at the university of wisconsin 

hyphen madison is only applicable to university of wisconsin hyphen madison 

students and wisconsin is not the world the world is the planet the world is 

the planet earth 

piaget mentions schema which is a conceptual consideration of worldview or a 

perspective relative to experience unto present and ongoing as a present is 

reconsidered temporally 

the expected lifespan according to medical professionals as of two thousand and 

twenty two is seventy six point one years old and as of nineteen eighty the 

average lifespan was seventy six I expect the average life span to be one 

hundred years [four hundred four season annums] by the year two thousand and 

seventy 

the worldview of a seventy six point one year old is near about death 

the worldview of a seventy six point one year old in the year two thousand and 

seventy is relative to positive social experience the prior seventy six point 

one years as well as positive outlook for the remaining twenty three point nine 

years remaining in the existing life span 

existence may or may not include essence 

there was an home run at the professional baseball game 

I left the professional baseball game after the seventh inning with the home 

team trailing by two runs I learned the following morning the home team won by 

two points I sat in the second tier of the first base side there were no 

batboys as school is in session presently and batboys are frequently players 

sons and daughters 

the batting cage seventy five mile per hour fastball is a dare one dollar and 

fifty cents for fifteen balls the dare includes no helmet little league 

pitchers pitch forty mile per hour fastballs professional major league pitchers 

pitch ninety five miles per hour nolan ryan pitched one hundred and four miles 

per hour 

(cont) 
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(cont) 

the hurricane in the gulf of mexico affecting naples florida the same which 

decimated the sanibel island bridge is an act of god winds may reach two 

hundred miles per hour floods are caused building are blown away non native 

species of palm trees may be uprooted the fountain of youth may or may not be 

contaminated by saltwater 

pleural denotative the pathological speaking to two audiences at one time 

connotative looking in two directions saying one meaningful phrase as if each 

receiving listener were expecting the same meaning fron the single meaningful 

phrase spoken by the speaker 

the final jeopardy category of the day is brand names my favorite corporate 

brand name of all time is quaker which has origins in the quaker faith because 

of the gentleman image on the quaker oat package who looks like a quaker to me 

local news 

v plows are not required yet as there is not an inch of snow on the ground 

meanwhile 

the federal fleet of v plows may or may not exist 

op ed 

skyscraper windows should open so people can smoke 

the diagnostic and statistical manual number five [dsm v] costs two hundred and 

fifteen dollars shrinkwrapped behind the cash registers at barnes and noble 

bookstore which also sells stephen king the dsm v is two hundred pages I found 

ernst cassirer wandering the shelves and paid one hundred and twenty dollars 

for four volumes of symbolic forms 

barnes and noble had overstuffed chairs in their bookstores for reading books 

without having to pay us currency for the books 

the senatorial staff may or may not be wearing a mask on local television 

broadcasting state news 

on local news on my sony television on indigenous peoples’ day mentioning a 

stabbing death regionally I mention a dull blade causes more tissue damage than 

a sharp blade 

(cont) 
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(cont) 

I associate mad dog twenty twenty with someone passing out on a warm train 

track in november and getting run over by a train I associate jim beam with a 

porcelain statue eight inches tall with a screw cap filled with jim beam and to 

smell as an eleven year old was ghastly I associate an idea of ‘dry’ cultures 

with native groups who may place more importance on other substances I as well 

associate an idea of ‘dry’ cultures with counties in eg kentucky inwhich 

politicians vote for ‘dryness’ though a distillery may or may not exist in such 

‘dry’ county not to mention moonshine initiatives for personal consumption 

kiev inundated by russian missiles 

of the four totalitarian regime consideration them being mussolini-ism hitler-

ism disney-ism relative-ism 

were there liberation theology for their nomination as being 

were there extra consideration in their nomination as being 

and of suppressed literature 

I am all for suppressed literature 
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on the topping of mountains so people are warm in winter 

coal is not renewable and 

in one hundred years there will be no more mountains to top 

and of treefarms regarding 

porchswings 

is october 
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and of municipally funded subculture 

were faith based charities subculture 

perhaps and of 

municipal libraries 

to say the subversions of public schooling 

inspire 

there is a place 

there is a building with 

intentions 

assumed 

by the sign 

assumed 

by the source of funding 

to be 

subculture 
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the costume of the witch 

halloween 

when the bats 

after dusk 

she 

from her victorian home on the one acre lot with the overgrown yard with dead 
sunflowers and compost pile and old growth trees with a rope hanging from one 
of the trees and a shed with some aluminum cans scattered about and in the 
front a porch and a municipal sidewalk with uneven cement easy to trip on and 
wrought iron 

she 

looks out her window with warted nose 

it is time 

to costume 

barbie this year 

surfer barbie 

one piece suit with the lifeguard emblem for cleavage 

the only suit she owns 

carrying a plastic surfboard 

chewing on mister zogg’s sex wax strawberry flavor 

nor intentions of candy but to scare 

appropriately aged trick or treaters 

last year an animal of some variety 

a mammal of carnivorous variety 

whether barbie is pagan 

barbie is a mammal and whether carnivorous 

my guess is that barbie has no dietary restrictions and watches her figure 

my guess is that barbie wears no makeup particularly surfer barbie as ocean 
water would remove makeup were barbie so interested in makeup and the witch 
costuming as barbie with makeup to resemble barbie may not wear makeup at other 
times 
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were valuation evalution 

one ascribes meaning 

coconut on vacation where coconuts grow naturally 

the grocery store 

coconut shredded coconut in the frosting on german chocolate cake 

on occasion 

evaluation 

of authority unto 

the learner 

at the end of the syllabus completion 

were ten students present in one classroom 

I would expect ten unique papers given 

one writing assignment 

each a particular value relevant to 

the subject of the course 

said preference within the expectations of the syllabus 

the authority of 

the course with no resemblance to social control evaluates each 

of the ten papers with 

a same evaluative standard for each of the ten papers 

decidedly particular and of pointed interest each 

to each of the ten students 

the papers evaluated 

the papers returned with letter grade and minor notations on 

each of the ten page papers 

one paper in particular 

said the authority without minor notation on the paper 

something about coconut water and exercise 
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on first names 

I like emily 

I like anna 

I like keetso 

I like greg also spelled gregory gregorio gregor gregg grieg grog 

on identity 

on the ascription of identity 

what can be said of the barista with the horizontal striped socks above her 
knees 

on one’s own identity 

were experiential 

that which is valued including 

the pleasurable 

the conversationally learned 

that which dissuades including pain 

on one’s appearance 

on the presentation of oneself to others 

that which I appreciate 

a cotton dress 

on the choosing of shoes at a shoe store 

 1] comfort proper size consider the purpose of the shoes eg hiking casual 
attire a dress occasion as formal 

 2] canvas or leather 

 3] color and shoe design 

on one’s own identity 

where one chooses to present themself socially 

on one’s artifacts of identity 

whether existentialism to say archive boxes 

whether photographs in the hallway 

whether a bookshelf of read books whether a bookshelf of unread books 
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were it a goal to corrupt what has not yet been corrupted 

were socrates to choose to corrupt the youth 

were socrates to be charged with corrupting the youth 
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afore writing of frivolity 

I shall prepare for frivolity 

the frivoled sunflower 

dried 

and a morning fog as yesterday’s too and 

with appearance at the back door 

breath 

afore writing of frivolity 
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how would I exclude the invisible 
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hermeneutics of coolness 

I like your hat 

with the plastic flower 

and your cards 

on your bicycle tires 

making sounds 

some cut straws down their length to put on 

their spokes 

I like to feed the ducks with old inexpensive bread at the park and 

I will not tell you I once took a date to feed the ducks at 

the same park we are at 

I use a shaving razor with a double edge blade 

people used to say grandpa’s old razor 

from the fifties 

vanilla ice cream 

hot fudge 

quik instant chocolate milk powder on top on occasion as well 

I like your office 

beauty 

and the lights were off in the hallway and in her office and her door was open 

afternoon 

no others in the building I recall 

beauty 

and sunrise over green bay from the upper peninsula 

and to find a natural fiber article of clothing and preferable color and style 

on sale 
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shrimp 

shrimp are gill breathing underseawater exoskeletal manylegged antennaed clear 

creatures which eat microorganisms on the bottom of the sea floor found by 

shrimp gatherers in warm waters if I am not mistaken 

I fished with a shrimp upon an hook upon a fishing line to catch a whitefish of 

some variety which pelicans also eat I also caught a mackeral which do not 

taste good shrimp cannot be used to catch marlin tuna swordfish found in the 

same waters krill may be a relation of shrimp and blue whales eat krill though 

not certainly a shrimp relation 

I was at a fish market in puerto penasco mexico and jumbo shrimp were four 

inches long nor deveined and 

plump 

the shell is peeled from the raw shrimp and some gastroenterological dark line 

extends the length of the back of the shrimp a sharp knife is used to make a 

one millimeter slice the length of the gastroenterological dark line to remove 

the excrement of the microorganisms consumed by the shrimp the head and tail 

may or may not be edible and the shrimp can be eaten raw 

I like to prepare prepared shrimp with garlic and butter in a frying pan 

in thought of traveling with frozen seafood 

including squid 

including shrimp 

frozen seafood should remain frozen for a duration of travel 

frozen seafood unthawed smells 
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the roller coaster 

the rider rode the roller coaster 

the family vehicle drive was two hours to the entertainment park 

the cost of entry was seventy five dollars 

the roller coaster ride was fun 

there was an hot dog after and 

soda 

the family vehicle drive home was two hours 
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on editing 

on writing 

on the appreciation of writing 

having written 

is a logical argument nor 

monologic 

editing is monologic as well 

a completed manuscript 

first draft 

author edited 

second draft 

sent to publisher federal express 

the editor at the publishing house receives 

reads for interest 

reads for grammar 

reads for formatting 

saleability 

the bookstore 

the editor solicits manuscripts may or may not accept unsolicited manuscripts 

the editor is a reader when the editor is not editing 

the editor may or may not write 

the editor may prefer a saleable genre professionally may prefer the same or 

different genre personally 
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the subject of poetry is not excluded from the concept of poetry inluding as 

presented in poems 

the poem 

the handwritten message 

pencil 

drifted to the horizon near sundown 

the found bottle 

will this find you 

the found cork 
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blades from the center of the crucifix 

on the altar 

pope john paul the second wore a gold plated lead crucifix 

the gold crucifix 

on the altar and 

sharpened knives radially from the center to the ends of 

the crucifix 
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entropy from perspective 

I can say diaspora 

for having moved and 

it was I 

moved 

a retrospects of having moved upon twenty years 

what it is to call home nor 

so existential to say where one hangs their hat as a musician sang 

home were through age eighteen 

the new adult says home in a way to a new empty nesting parents and 

the call to the aged parents 

entropy from perspective 

to regard all one’s friends left at age eighteen [then] 

home is land to regard and an experiences upon 

titled [home] [muncipality] and 

were a different center perspective to say land [given a name] 

there have been biblical diasporas 

travels to prosperity 

travels from struggle 

and I cannot say a peoples return as migrations I cannot say a peoples return 

of sentiment 

and it is no elevation to watch 

though one’s own history such as [ 

arriving upon [ ] in a manner hungry and with questions 

[now] 
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nonfamiliarity entertainment reading of the obituaries 

b nineteen thirty three d two thousand twenty two husband julius three children 

benjamin cynthia george 

b nineteen eighty five d two thousand twenty two wife gloria five children 

thomas lawrence anna wanda stanley served as a navy seal in the united states 

navy one grandchild ertle 

b nineteen fifty four d two thousand twenty two wife danielle [dena] two 

children beatrice xeno 

I prefer folgers 

[off to work] 
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private secular tugboat 

the captain 

holds the key to 

the cabin door 

where the steering wheel with 

the spiraled knobs to turn 

the closed cabin 

for the rain 

with or without mythology 

I do not know 
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allusions 

were the shadow and 

the sun dial 

spanned the day 

and were no time lapse to see 

the near butterfly 

the slow beetle 

my attention 
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said of the shadow 

is two dimensional 

is silhouette and 

with no color travels upon 

the topographies the sidewalk 

and the airplane leaves a shadow 

and the bird leaves a shadow 

and the malamute husky with blue eyes leaves a shadow 

and the tree the conifer the bristlecone pine 

and the rodent leaves a shadow opposite a light 

and the park chess pieces leave a shadow 

and where there is no shadow because of a building the building leaves a shadow 

and the gazebo 

and the underside of a cloud 

and the telephone power line leaves a shadow 

and the palos verde tree leaves a shadow 

and the mountain leaves a shadow and were there a part of a mountain to never 
receive sunlight 

and the animal and the bumblebee 

and to say sunlight is only and 

the philosophy of the shadow is dependent 

said of the shadow 

a reflection 

and the surface of the ground 

as a light is stopped for my notice 

and the surface of the ground 

is today sidewalk 
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shadow and moon 

eclipse 

across a moon 

earth upon the moon were tonight gibbous 

meteors and 

from a telescope from binoculars 

the naked eye 

and the moon faces the sun 

exposure 

and the day moon 

as gibbous 

and what is turned for darkness 

were the outed stars 

were the milky way galaxy of which the moon 

were the outed stars 

distinct and separate 

and the moon were twenty eight days 
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disheartening 

nor object 

to mention 

heartening 

nor object though 

my own 

to mention 
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what precedes an idea of an idea 

the idea 

the idea 

another 

the idea 

an idea of an idea and 

were an idea introduced say philosophy 

one may arrive at the idea from a perspective 

another may arrive at the idea of philosophy from a perspective 

arriving at the idea of philosophy from a perspective of experience 

say the teacher 

having been introduced to the idea of philosophy upon having taught 

say the philosophy classroom itself 

say the reader say the listener 

qualifies the idea of philosophy without prior exposure to the idea of 

philosophy 

could be said advocative were the teacher advocate and 

advocate or no could be said a teacher’s continued self exposure to philosophy 

were inductive 

a reader a listener an original introduction to an idea a deductive 

consideration 

an idea of an idea is preceded by the existence of more than one unique ideas 

[each] 

such as a museum of objects inwhich each object represents an unique subject 

comprehension and recognition of more than one unique idea 

an idea of object 

and literary 

were there only one object there would be an idea of the only one object were 

there more than one unique ideas associated with two objects there would be one 

idea associated with the idea of an idea that the idea of an idea exists 

what precedes an idea of an idea may or may not be formally curricular 

though language 
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the din of the library 

nor ventilation 

the footstep 

and were the circulation desk quiet and reading its own 

policy 

there were a door 

the sound of a rolling shelf 

how loud is the shelving of a book I do not ask and 

turn the page until 

one hundred 
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their spirit dissolved because they were found to be knowledge 

and only the names of their colors changed 

and the colors did not change 

is my interpretation 
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I have worn glasses since sixth grade 

battlestar galactica brand optometrics with bendable hinged arms 

glass lenses 

I would take off to sleep rest them lens down 

after one year the lenses were 

scratched 

on the surface and 

I never cleaned them anyway 

as a sixth grader 

played football with a helmet in eighth grade with my battlestar galactica 

glasses underneath 

that I see 

there were others 

wearing glasses under their helmets as well 

glass is an heavy material 

much lighter than the polycarbonate this or that now made into lenses 

a glasses frames when playing basketball bounce into the air when jumping and 

the heaviness of glass lenses leaves an indentation on a wearer’s nose 

visible when a glasses are removed 

I have worn frameless glass 

I have worn top frame glasses 

I have worn silver wire frame glasses 

I have worn horn rim glasses 

I have worn prescription sunglasses 

I have worn plastic frame glasses 

I have worn bifocal / progressive lens glasses and returned to single vision 

lenses 

I have worn gunmetal frame with gold accent frame glasses 

I have not worn silver wire frame glasses without nosepieces as professor 

pekarsky wore and I would like to give silver wire frame glasses without 

nosepieces a try 

he may take his glasses off and hold them out in discourse and mention a thing 

important 
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social intercourse, - 
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only answers 

has no teleology of its own 

and dies at age seventy six point one having had 

fun 

officially including 

cable television 
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spits in a chaw 

is hot to say to spit more upon the earth 

tobacco juice and 

in the winter upon 

the ice until 

a tobacco squeaks for 

gone flavor 
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god the domestic poodle 

registered 

and with tags 

let out of the house 

to walk about 

the neighborhood 

ten pm 

returns eleven pm if 

she feels like 

it 

with a scratch on the door 

muddy feet 

on occasion 
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philosophy of theology 

love of wisdom of god study 

philology 

love study 

theosophy 

god wisdom 

to know philosophy and 

faith 

were 
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policy is diet law 

a mention of authority is no mention and 

logic 

is presence 

is herald 

conversation 

an introduction 

exhausted 

truth 

is herald 

for whereabouts 

de jure 

for praxis 
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the aesthetics 

late autumn and the gone leaves and 

sunday 

church for next week a thought a moment and 

a smiled way 

to a remaindered day 

early sundown nor 

winter 

as when the snow in the air will 

fly nor land 

nor halloween when a plague doctor 

nor thanksgiving 

slow cooking elk 

the aesthetics of an old building with granite tobacco columns the park across 

the street 

with grass 

with manmade pond 

with bench 
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uvva 

uv 

a phonetics are no vernacularity if only to speak and 

to verbal language 

uv the preachers were 

uv thee preechers written and 

to know a difference conversationally atween a written vernacular as 

intentional or as mispelled as once 

uv [of] 

uvva manied peoples 

uvva love 

uvva land 

uvva prosperity 

uvva style 

uvva diet 

uvva want 

uvva histories 

uvvan appreciations 
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concert audients 

among silence 

john cage were pause and 

the lobby door 

a cough 
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academic interest 

philosophical writing 

free writing 

were subject advocacy 

position is advocacy 

to believe all are satisfied thus what intrusion to any advocacy  to believe 
equality as concept what middledom  to believe inequality what method to equity 
inwhich [some] is given to a lesser equal of [some] variety  is the position of 
the electee to have determined a position an advocacy of which they are one of 
many votes within a democratic structural ideal 

to elect a single advocative position within themself may or may not be contest 
to other advocative ideals ie to say five through eighteen year olds are 
required to learn abc 123’s and foundational subjects foundationally and to say 
roads are necessary and to say appropriate health care and to say clean air and 
to say parks and to say positive outlook for those to be alive in two hundred 
years is to regard a compatibility  a compatibility may not be actual were one 
to account for economic costs for available land and other resources and to 
believe a character and ambition are the same for each individual which is not 
the case 

I vote 

I acknowledge voting is reactive  a candidate is proactive and upon being 
elected democratically the candidate holds office and is then proactive with a 
speaking podium among eg senatorial voters as well as constituent audience 

proaction among nonelected people may be a varied campaign eg picking up trash 
in a neighborhood may be writing a book may be an advocacy for particular 
corporate products 

a boycott is reactive  I find a similar product afore I stop using a product of 
shortcomings 

academic interest 
I wanted to be a clinical psychologist when I was in eighth grade  I decided 
developmental psychology by eleventh grade was a more interesting career 
pursuit  in college I took biopsychology statistics personality theory 
experimental psychology  after college I collected behavioral data with the us 
department of health and human services after which I attended graduate classes 
funded by the us department of education including student teaching and 
introduction to john dewey and the concept of curriculum  I humorously mention 
to those who ask that I switched to behaviorism after my undergraduate 
psychology degree  I advance my graduate studies in an educational foundations 
program and further mention I switched to literary behaviorism  of the 
varieties of concentrated educational foundation areas ie philosophy history 
law sociology anthropology I prefer the study of educational philosophy 
education philosophy philosophy is not history  I further advanced my graduate 
studies in educational policy education policy 

to say my early interest in psychology evolved into a teaching perspective and 
again to a policy perspective is to say my academic interest has shaped my 
literary interest  my literary interest has remained consistent and my free 
writing includes inspiration from poetry classics novels film and contemporary 
media including news 
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on the healthiness of fast food 

what is healthy at mcdonalds 

but the orange juice 

the pancakes 

burger king with 

the impossible whopper 

soy 

a slice of tomato 

a bean burrito at taco bell was once 

forty nine cents 

cole slaw 

kfc was once 

kentucky fried chicken 

a biscuit 

pizza is baked and with 

nutritional value 

were there nutrition 

is or is not fast food 
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fog groundclouds and still 

nor wind 

were a sound 

of water condensation upon leaf dripping 

upon another 

to stand 

admire 

nature the botanics a forest fog 

near sunrise an hollow for 

the quiets of atmosphere 

nor rain is 

the only sound a condensation falling and 

sounding leaf to leaf 

down 

pattered upon the earth 

today I say nature 

is a quieted forest 

and may otherwise be argued 

man is natural and 

to admire nature is 

separation from is 

to set oneself apart from 

fog 

has no name 

were there no person to admire 

in the afternoon 

one half day beyond a morning’s sunrise 

[fog] 

for now 

a rain simple rain 

and a dampened sky 

and were a rained water leaf to leaf a different sound than 

condensation 

yes 

and the light 

and to say a consistencies of storm are 

rivulets 

and monotony 

say time the leaves for sound as fog 

nor condensation I admire 

a crepuscular sundown near 

then darkness a rain continues a sound 
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when america was still new [inspired by the first three chapters of tocqueville 

recommended by newt gingrich before I followed newt gingrich on twitter on 

twitter newt gingrich mentioned his wife’s church in independence, wisconsin] 

in my interpretation tocqueville was a learned man from france anthropologizing 

america france too is democratic in character and idea and has an history of 

marie antoinette beheadings and rousseau and challenges with england and speaks 

a latin language to this day 

in the eighteen hundreds tocqueville notes a structure of communities mostly 

european recognizing a democratic ideal  anglos  agrarianism  and a character 

of geographies including diet including lobsters  religion exists in the 

eighteen hundreds and communities were or were not begat upon particular 

religious ideals the likes of puritanism quakerism slave trade-ism / capitalism 

there are boats and commercialism and expansionism ho 

to believe a democracy is satisfactory with regards to the common webster’s 

english dictionary with regards to exchange of value including barter-ism as 

economic 

tocqueville is narrative naturally in a way thoreau was narrative in describing 

land tocqueville is narrative socially in a way whitman was poetic in 

describing people and groups of people not necessarily in admiration though 

objective 

the title of tocqueville’s book _democracy in america_ 

_ 

october twenty five two thousand twenty two 
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wine with ice 

one grape at a time please 

I watched a movie about 

merlot 

eight cubes and 

fill the glass 

beer is fattening 

I made a batch of imperial stout 

and the top blew off the fermentation chamber 

the airlock did not allow enough 

carbon dioxide to exhaust 

tasted full 

eventually 

grapes ferment as well 

as does apple sauce left upon a kitchen counter long enough though 

wine with ice 

red 

on occasion with sparkling water 

and for sulfites 

I have no dietary restrictions 
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the spunky realist 

quick upon her feet 

and sharp eyes the dramatist 

has an opinion 
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inwhich the lawnmower is used to remove autumn leaves from the yard 

and the bare trees 

done upon the season 

the covered grass 

a brown a gold 

dead season again a wait 

will be snow to announce the next 

I plan for elk meat 

thanksgiving when winter 

the lawnmower 

will be the last as a trees have no more 

the grass is still green 
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temple 

were said from inside silence 

and the silhouettes like cave and 

stained glass 

though I look down having memorized 

a thoughts atween 

the dirt floor 
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the schismatics of 

radiation ontogeny / ontology 

diasporadic ontogeny / ontology 

laser ontogeny / ontology 

the schismatics of radiation ontogeny / ontology 

too evangelical 

too do goody 

too much pride in one’s interior including homeland and origins 

too pulpity 

too anyone is good enough to convert-ism 

the schismatics of diasporadic ontogeny / ontology 

too animal 

too entitled 

the schismatics of laser ontogeny / ontology 

a picking of hero heroes of another culture is no convincement to those of the 

culture who think the hero is a dork 

ontos 

being 

one 

phylos 

race 

family 
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the occluded moment after death 

speculation 

for my own living peace 
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why my candle unlit and relit one hour later 

is cause 

the secret society 

inwhich 

I shall introduce no name until a prominent author finds me 

secret societies should remain secret for all I know 

should not reveal their whereabouts the likes of tree houses 

caverns 

desert middles 

naked forest midnights with bonfires in november 

a single symbolic form may be required 

a secret handshake may be required 

I would assume a secret society should last beyond the life span of its founder 

it was a three inch pillar candle on my coffee table 

strangest thing 

just went out 

an hour later 

the candle relit in front of me 

the vatican says two miracles and what qualifies as 

the supernatural qualifies as miracle if the miracle cause is in the spirit of 

catholicism 

and it were no person to cause the miracle of reflamation as is required for 

beatified sainthood 

the candle went out the candle relit after having gone out 

the secret society may or may not be constitutionally related to social good 

faith 
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is you amish or is you ain’t my baby 
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I am bakhtinian of the bakhtinians of the ink clan for the reader clan 

does a circle exist 
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on self immolation and immolation 

were a decided act of lighting oneself afire typically by liquid fuel means and 

strike anywhere match 

to cause pain 
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cleaning spinoza’s lenses 

windex leaves a residue on my clear lens spectacle glasses 

when I order new glasses my eye glass doctor fit-er for the new glasses gives 

free eyeglass lens cleaner fluid and lens cleaning cloth I prefer 

lens paper for microscopes exists 

recommendation 
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tacit 

were born with 

and were handshake for introduction 

the library 

the political gathering 

the concert lobby 

were tacit were foundational were understood 

a subject 

an environment may or may not presuppose a tacit assumption upon an handshake 

tacit approval 

the unconditional 

to approach a semester a tacit consideration supposes those within 

the prerequisite class have 

a preunderstanding of the subject of the course 

tacit approval 

all students begin with an _a_ 

evaluatively speaking and 

out loud 

when the syllabus 
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the nature of farming 

there is air 

there is soil 

there is sunlight 

the sunlight warms the air 

there is water 

the sunlight warms the air 

the water becomes evaporated forms clouds 

clouds cause rain 

clouds are moved by moving air 

the rain falls upon the soil 

botanical species require 

soil 

water 

sunlight 

air 

seeds are required 

put into the ground 

harvest 
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the fastest I type 

every lazy dog jumps over jane 

ten seconds 

every good dog jumps over laxy jane 

twelve seconds 

every good dog jumps over lazy jane 

seven seconds 

every good dog jumps over lazy jane 

twelve seconds 

every good dog jumps over lazy jane 

seven sevonds 

every good dog jumps over lazy jane 

six seconds 

_ 

the antique store smelled 
dust mothballs incense burning 
barnwood the corner 

_ 

the squirrels this time of year 
the gone leaves 

_ 

ski pole baskets so the ski pole does not poke through the snow 

_ 

on the sound of train whistle 
the clanking sound the wooden gate down 
a cars wait 
[wait] 
the wooden gate up 
the clanking red light off 
[cars proceed] 
on the sound of the train whistle is more of an hoot 
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for profit schooling 

parents of five to eighteen year olds 

a teacher with reputation 
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and the learned 

nor mention what cause of learning 

nor mention age 

nor mention seniority though operatively 

the elder 

is not learned when 

and 

operative is [subject] 

[conversational] 

were language [subject] 
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I was in the church all alone 

as a tourist and 

architecturally impressed 

quiet as my own and 

lighted ambient and blue glass 

I was in the church all alone 

the sunday church I attend near where I live 

named for a saint 

quiet 

the stained glass clear and clear beveled 

the stations of the cross contemporary subtle 
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on waste and recycling 

that a community waste and 

refuse remains 

taken to landfills 

that a municipality 

that a state governance 

that a nation 

that the world as community and shares many resources and pollutes each others’ 

rsources 

there are materials which may be simple to recycle including aluminum including 

building materials whether styrofoam whether steel is easily scrap steel to 

become raw steel by the crucible and heat were feasible financially 

landfills may pollute groundwater 

existing landfills 

piece by piece in regards to recycling by machine or by hand 

futured landfills 

identifying recyclable materials afore a recyclables reach a landfill 

in regards to my own recycling practice 

aluminum and glass 

a have a recycling basket under my kitchen sink 
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two sigmund freuds 

were in two separate frames from a second hand store 

both sigmund freuds were 

removed 

put 

into 

one frame with two pieces of glass each 

black and white 
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first ascent 

skinnydipping 

in the place 

after selling a book 

fifteen dollars 

paper check 

and were ambition 

to canoe the mississippi and 

were already done nor 

flag 

where water lets into 

the gulf 

planted a seed for the first time 
[grew] 
nor my accomplishments relative to 
others 
that which is already traveled 
[flag] 

I climbed a tree as tall as the species will get I climbed nearly to the top 
and looked around 

an hill no one knows about 
one inch of snow 
all the way to the top 
I wore my sorrels 

on frozen ice 
three miled with compass to 
the other side and 
what flag shall I plant 

planning 
snow gear 
snack 
flag 
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on air bathing 

a stool most appropriate 

nor clothing and 

a weather is not important [anyweather seasonal weather rain weather snow 

weather humid weather fog below zero weather] 

posture may or may not be important 

an established duration may or may not be important 

outdoors of course 

and an airing of the underarms a particular duration may or may not be 

important 

and a slow rise and stretch a reach to the sky upon an airbath’s completion 

on lake bathing 

preferable in the nude 

liquid biodegradeable soap 

were there mud to stand upon there were mud to stand upon 

were there sand 

clean one’s below-a-knees last 

were it ginger to cleanse one’s palate atween courses 

were it menthol tobacco to substitute teeth brushing 
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for that which there is no nutritional interest 

though texture the jello 

and coffee itself 

were chewing gum 

a walnut from one’s own yard 

jelly beans are good in april peeps are good in april [the yellow ones] 

the snappy tom on the air plane 

the mint leaf plucked from the ground plant 
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believing their parachute would open 

the rock climber 

climbed to the top 

wearing parachute 

jumped from the top of the rock wall 
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rain collects thunder 

steady 

rain upon a remaining undergrowth 

hours 

the same 

and thunder 

rain collects thunder 

nor in spent time 

on occasion 

and thunder 

rain collects thunder 
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